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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we wish to consider the problem of finding: (1) a simply 
connected region Q in the x = x + &plane whose boundary r is made up 
of five arcs, r, , K = 1,2 ,..., 5, four of which are straight lines, the fifth (r,) 
is to be determined; and (2) a function +(x, y) harmonic in Q which on r, is 
either constant or the normal derivative is zero. An additional free boundary 
condition is given along J’s , which is a linear relationship between 4(x, y) 
andy. We solve this problem explicitly in the sense we reduce it to a problem 
in nonlinear algebra. 
This problem arose while the authors were studying a problem in seepage 
flow, which we shall describe. 
The solution of the problem is obtained by first finding 4(x, y), which 
satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions. Since $ or its conjugate function 
is constant on r, , this problem is solved by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel 
transformation, mapping the upper half 5 = .$ + +-plane onto a rectangle R 
in the w = + + $-plane (4 = same constant along two contiguous arcs) 
for which three boundary points of the E-axis match up with three of the 
vertices of R. By the Riemann mapping theorem, we know there exists a 
unique conformal map z = Q+(1), which maps the upper half t-plane onto Q 
and for which the three boundary points of the &axis match up with the 
appropriate boundary points of Sz. By determining @p+(c) we shall have 
solved the problem. The problem of finding the conformal map a+({) is 
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reduced to a linear Hilbert problem for the derivative of @+ along the 
&axis, the coefficients depending on r, and the solution of the first problem. 
This problem is reduced to a Riemann problem along the &axis with con- 
tinuous coefficients. We solve this problem, in the sense that we obtain the 
most general function analytic in the upper half [-plane that satisfies the 
given boundary conditions on the f-axis. This general solution contains 
five arbitrary real constants. Since the unique conformal map satisfies these 
same conditions, our general solution gives the conformal map if we specialize 
the constants properly. Thus the problem is reduced to a numerical problem. 
It is the introduction of the conformal map as a “parameter function” 
that permits us to solve this problem, or at least reduce it to a question of 
numerical analysis. The numerical analysis will be investigated in a later 
paper. 
1. PHYSICAL PROBLEM 
The physical flow problem to be considered (Fig. 1) is the steady, two- 
dimensional seepage (incompressible, irrotationai fluid flow) from triangular 
canals with side slope angle CY into uniform soil with an impermeable layer 
at a relatively short distance below the channel bottom. In view of the flow 
Z-PLANE 
F~CURE 1 
geometry and medium characteristics, we need only consider half of the 
system. For the given flow field, Darcy’s Law holds and the equipotential 
function is defined as 
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where p is the pressure in the flow field, y is the specific weight of the fluid, 
K is the coefficient of permeability, and y is the vertical coordinate. Since 
along the free surface the pressure is assumed to be atmospheric, we take 
p = 0 there and thus 
+=-KY 
on EA. This problem has been treated approximately and semiempirically 
by Dachler [4] and with a resistance network analog by Bouwer [2]. 
Since at large distances from the canal the free surface must become 
asymptotically parallel to the impermeable base, we will assume that at 
1 x / = L the free surface is not quite parallel to the horizontal base and that 
beyond 1 x / = L the base has a downward slope in order to carry away the 
seepage fluid. If these assumptions were not made, a steady flux being 
introduced into the sand at the canal would be contradicted. 
A further assumption that will be made at / x 1 = L is that the flow is very 
approximately linear and that the equipotential line is normal to the imperme- 
able base. The actual average potential along DE (Fig. 1) will be greater than 
the potential at point E. However, the potential along this line will be 
assumed to be equal to that at point E which, if [ x j = L is large, should 
introduce an insignificant error. 
2. STATEMENT OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM 
The above problem breaks up into two problems. 
Problem A. Find the complex potential w = 4(x, y) + i#(l(x, y) in the 
simply connected region Q shown in Fig. 1, such that 
$ = 0 on AB, 
$ = 0 on BC, 
4 = 0 on CD, 
+=Kd on DE, 
a+4 = Q/2 on EA. 
(2-l) 
Problem B. Determine the a priori unknown free surface that is between 
A and E (see Fig. 1) by making use of the free boundary condition 
cj=-Ky (2.2) 
where + is determined from Problem A. 
We have set p = 0 along the free surface, since we assume the pressure 
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to be atmospheric there. Once we have solved Problem B, the flow rate Q 
can also be easily determined. 
3. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM A 
We solve Problem A by constructing the conformal mapping of the upper 
half, [ = 5 + z$-plane, 77 > 0, onto the interior of the rectangle in the 
w = 4 + $-plane, (4 + $1 0 < 4 < Kd, 0 < 4 < Q/2} (see Figs. 2 and 3). 
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FIGURE 3 
By the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, the derivative of this map is 
given by 
dw/d( = (5 - O)W-1 (4 + l)W-1 (5 + 2)(W)--1 ([ + hl)W--l (5 + &)1-l 
(see e.g. [l]). Hence 
dw/dt; = ([)-112 (5 + 1)-lj2 (5 + 2)-r12 (5 + hJ-1/2, 
where we take those branches of (o-l/” and (5 + 1)-1/2 that have cuts from 0 
to + 00 and -1 to + CO along the e-axis, respectively, and we take those 
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branches of (5 + 2)-lj2 and (5 + AJ-1/2 that have cuts from -2 to -co and 
-AI to -co along the E-axis, respectively. By taking these cuts it is easy to 
verify that 
(Q-112 (5 + 1)-l/2 (5 + 2)--l/2 (5 + h$ria 
is continuous across (-2, - 1). Thus 
w(5) = cljc K(5) & + c, , 
0 
where 
(3.1) 
K(E) = (5(5 + 1) (t + 2) (6 + 4))-1’2* (3.2) 
Note for 5 = 6s = 0, w(O) = 0, and hence C, = 0. Next, note for 
5 = & = - 1, w(- 1) = i(Q/2), from which we get 
(3.3) 
Also since for 5 = tE = -2, ~(-2) = i(Q/2) + Kd, we have 
.Q =z-+c1 
2 s -;2 K(t) d5, 
and hence 
i.e., 
(3.4) 
Note that 
Cl’ = 812 
J,’ ((-5) (5 + 1) (6 + 2) (E + QF2 df (3.5) 
is a real constant. Combining (3.5) with (3.3) and (3.1) gives 
C = Re [G’ ic40 dt/ . (3.6) 
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Along the free surface, -2 < 5, < -1, we have 
d& , 0) = Cl’ j-:1 4-t) (4 - 1) (% + 2) (4 + 4))-1’2 d5 
since 
(3.7) 
Equation (3.6) gives the solution to Problem A, and (3.7) gives that portion 
of the solution that is necessary for Problem B. 
4. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM B 
We wish to reduce Problem B to a question of solving a system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations, a solution of which is known to exist. We approach this 
problem by observing that by the Riemann mapping theorem we know 
there is a unique conformal map @i+(c) mapping S+, the upper half b-plane, 
7 > 0, onto Q (see Fig. 1) where the boundary of Q is given by 
x = 0, -H,<y<-h, d -=c 5 -=c 4c > 
y=-H, O,(x<L, 5c -=c 5 < 5D , 
x =L, -H<y<--d, ID -c t -=c fE 7 (4.1) 
y = v(‘f), b/2 <x <L, fE -=c 4 < Sa 3 
hx - (b/2) y = hb/2, 0 < x ,< b/2, f‘4 < 5 -=c fL3 , 
where from (2.2), 
with +(I, 0) given by (3.7). And uniqueness is insured if we specify the three 
points, viz, 6 = 0, fA = -1, & = -2 (see e.g. [l]). Also we know that 
Q+(c) is continuous on the closed region 7 > 0 and has an analytic extension 
(see Fig. 3) to 
s+ u (-a), -A2) u (-A,, -A,) u (-A1 ) -2) u (-1,O) u (0, +a). 
In order to prove that Q+(t) also has an analytic extension to 
Sf u (-2, -l), we prove the following. 
LEMMA. The free boundary is an analytic arc. 
Proof. Since the velocity along the free boundary arc is not zero, i.e., 
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the tangential derivative is not zero, we have that 04 # 0 along the arc. 
Thus the mapping, 
w = [$, + H] + i[$b - Q/2] = +* + i$h* = F(z), v GO 
which is analytic on the left side of the free surface EA = r, , has an inverse 
on r, and a semineighborhood of the left side of r, given by 
z = T(w) 
since along F, 
Now we consider the function 
P(w) = log w. 
Note first that w = qS* # 0 on r, and thus the log is a single-valued analytic 
function on a semineighborhood of #* = Im w = 0. Moreover, for #* = 0, 
log w is real, and hence we can analytically continue log w across Im w = 0 by 
Thus 
P(w) = log w = log ?ii. 
x = T[log-l(P)] 
is an analytic function, and thus r, is an analytic arc. This proves the lemma. 
Thus the derivative 
exists on 
y+(5) = (44) @J’(5) (4.2) 
s+u(-co,-x2)u(-x2,-x1)u(-~1,-2)u(-2, -1) 
u (-LO> u (0, +a) 
and is given by x’(S) + iy’([) along r where by (4.1) 
x’ = 0, 0 < f < --A, , i.e., --co<t<--A,, 
o<!j<+co 
y’ = 0, --x, < 6 < --x1, 
x’ = 0, --h,<f<-2, (4.3) 
Y’ = 46), -2 < 5 < -1, 
hx' - (b/2)y' = 0, -1 <f<O. 
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Thus our boundary conditions become 
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where 
a(5) = 1, b(t) = 0, c(5) = 0, o<t<+m 
--03<(<--h, 
45) = 0, b(5) = 1, c(f) = 0, --h,<f<--h, 
a(t) = 1, b(5) = 0, c(t) = 0, ---/\I < 5 < -2 
a(l) = 0, b(E) = 1, c(f) = J(t), -2 < E < -1 
48 = (jj” +&4),,z ’ b(f) = (A2 ;;i;4)l,2 ’ c(4) = 0, 
--1<4<0. (4.5) 
We rewrite our boundary conditions as 
Re{(u - ib) (x’ + iy’)} = c (4.6) 
i.e., 
(u - ib) Y+(f) + (a + ib) Y+(f) = 2c, (4.7) 
where Y+(f) designates the fact that Y+(c) is defined and analytic in 7 > 0, 
i.e., S. Let 
Y-g) ZfFq 
Y-(c) is analytic in S-, i.e., 7 < 0. Moreover, 
y+(s) = Y-(C) with Y+(c) = Y-((I) on 7 = 0. 
Thus our boundary conditions are 
(a - ib) y+(f) + (u + ib) Y-(t) = 2c. 
Hence we have the Riemann problem 
where 
y+(t) = G(f) u”(E) + g(s), 
G(t) = -(u + ib)/(u - ib), i?(t) = 24~ - ib), 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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where 
G(l) = -1, g(5) = 0, O<E<+% 
---co < [ < --x, 
G(t) = $1, g(5) = 0, --x, < 5 < --h, 
G(5) = -1, g(6) = 0, --h,<f<-2 
G(t) = +I, g(6) = 2w3 -2<t<-1 
G(f) = - $$$, g(5) = 0, - -1 <E<O. 
We shall look for our solution in the class of functions which satisfies in 
addition the condition that Y(f) is unbounded at E = tA , Es , tc, to ,5E , 
near which 
is 
i qJJ -=l con41 5 - 5, I+? 0 <ol, < 1, K = A, B, C, D, E. 
We proceed to solve this by solving a related problem in which the G(t) 
replaced by a continuous function. Toward this end we consider 
1 WC - 0) 
Yc=2iri1nG(&+O) r’ 
=&ln+-=&lng=-+, 
1 WD - 0) 
yD = %i In G(&, + 0) 
=-&In-$-&hr$=--$, 
1 ‘35~ - 0) 
I” = % In G(& + 0) 
=&In+-&lng=-$-, 
1 ln WA - 0) 1 e4ni 
'a4 = 2pi G(&, + 0) 
=&In- 
h - ib/2 
=&ln--- 
-e-2ialr ' 
h + ibi2 
l 1 
e4ni 
= g 1 +a n e-2iant5ni = -T 
h - ib/2 
1 G(5, - 0) 1 ln - h + W2 
'Ye = 2rri In G(& + 0) = 27Ti -1 
=&In 
&-2ht5sd 
e5ni = -+. 
We introduce the new functions ‘PI+([) and Y,-(5) by 
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where we make a cut from the point i to the boundary point tK and then 
to cc for (5 - &;)YK, (Z; + i)-“, and (5 - i)- ye, K = A, B, C, D, E, where the 
path originating at’i remains in the upper half plane (see Fig. 4). 
q - PLAM 
FIGURE 4 
Introducing (4.12) and (4.13) into (4.10) gives 
%+(O = GdO yI-(t) + g,(t), (4.14) 
where 
and 
We next show that G1(f) is a continuous function. Toward this end 
consider for K = A, B, C, D, or E (see Fig. 4) 
G(L - 0) - 0 - -yK - 
G&L 
= f, i -‘K 1 5, + 0 - i G(5; 0) 
+ 0) [( 4, - 0 + i 1 it ‘h-to+: 1 1 G(L + 0) ’ 
where for E > 0 and small 
-+ = e-i~LB -+ 
, 
= e-!-iyK8 
, 
409/47t2-=4 
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Thus 
Gl(5, - O) = lim 5, - E - i -yx 
G(L + 0) ( 4, -E +i ) ( 
5, + E - i yK e2niv, 
r-0 L++++ 1 
since lim,,,(~ + 6) = 27r, and hence Gi(Q is continuous through the points 
E K. 
Next we compute G,(t) for f < fc . In this range G(t) = - 1 and thus 
G(S) = -45 - V/(5 + i)“. 
Since G(f) is constant in each interval, then we have 
G(f) = 45 - V/(f + i)” 
on the whole real axis. 
Thus our boundary conditions (4.14) become 
(t + V ‘u,+W = -(t- - 9” ul,-(5) + g,(f), 
where 
(4.15) 
g&t) = (6 - t4y” (f - &J-yB (E - !wc (5 - txYD (f - Ed-“&) 
= (E + 1)(1/2)-o (& (t + hJ1/2 (5 + Xl)l12 (6 + 2)112 iv’(5), 
for-2<[<-1; 
=o for -1 < [ < -2. 
Thus from (3.7) we see that 
g,(f) = 2C,‘(- I$ - 1)-a (-5)--(1/2)+~ (f + X2)1/2 
=o 
This leads us to consider 
for -2 < I < -1; 
for -1 < 5 < -2. 
For -2 < &, < -1 we get 
and 
x-&> = - t g,(So) + ; j-i1 & dt, (4.17) 
(4.16) 
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where as usual we mean for the integral, the principal value. Thus 
and hence 
x’i&lo) - x-i6l) = g269 (4.18) 
K& + 4” ~l&o) - xKd1’ = [-&I - i)” ~I(&) - x(50>]-, 
-2 < & < -1, -1 < & < -2. 
(4.19) 
If we assume our problem has a solution, i.e., there is a lu,+(Q and !P-(5) 
analytic in Sf and S- (7 < 0), respectively, and satisfying (4.19) on the 
boundary, and if we let 
F+(5) = (5 + i)” y,+(s) - x’(tJ forIm[>O, 
F-(5) = 45 - q2 Yl%) - x-(5) for Im 5 < 0, 
then F+(t) and F-(t) are analytic in the upper and lower half plane, respec- 
tively, and on 7 = 0 we have 
F+(t) = J+( 5) for-2<5<-1, -l<[<-2. 
Thus 5 = -1, -2 are at most isolated singularities. Moreover, we define 
Yi+(-2), ul,+(-I), Yr-(-2), Yr-(-1) so that F+(-2) =F-(-2) and 
F+( - 1) = F-( - 1). Then F+(c) and F-(c) are analytic continuations of each 
other having only a pole of order K = 2 at co. 
Thus from the generalized Liouville theorem, we have that 
W5) = W%> = cl + Cl5 + c,i? 
and hence the most general solution of our problem is 
(5 + 0” Yl%) = x+(5) + c, + c-15 +c,p (4.20) 
45 - i>” y1-(5) = x-(5) + c, + Cl< + c2p, (4.21) 
where C, , C, , C, are arbitrary complex constants. 
In order to see how the solution behaves at 5 = -2 and - 1, we investigate 
x+(c) for 5 near -2 and - 1. Toward this end consider 
where 
&(5) = -2ici’(&(r/2)+ol (5 + h2)1/2 
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is Holder continuous on [-2, -11. By [5, p. 751, ~(5) in a neighborhood 
.$ = -1 has the form 
x(5) = Cl’h(om) (-l)-(r/s)+m (- 1 + Xs)lP 
w. + 1) + x*(5), 
where 
x*(0 = x**(s)/l 5 + 1 P, 
where x* *(Z;) is Holder continuous near and at f = - 1 and % < (Y, and where 
iicES+ 
h(m) = eawi/(sin a,). 
and if 5 = &,E(--1, -2) then 
h(wl) = cot cm 
Utilizing (4.12) (4.13), (4.20), and (4.21) we get 
(4.22) 
x 5-i ( 1 = -(1’2)+= [x-(5) + co + Cl{ + C252]. (4.23) 
Since for -2 < [ < -1 the boundary conditions are 
-w+(f) - Y-(f)] = 243 
and since Y’(E) is real we must have 
for -2 < 6 < -1. (4.24) 
With this in mind, we investigate the specific nature of the cuts that must 
be made so that the many-valued function 
f(l) = (1 + l)-(r’s)+lr (0-a (1 + Q-l’2 (% + x&r/a (C + 2)-l/2 (4.25) 
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be continuous across -2 < 8 < - 1. Specifically we define the cuts for 
(see Fig. 5) 
(5 f l)-cl/z)+a along (-1, -j-co), 
(SP along (0, +a), 
(1 + w’2 along c--h,, --a>, 
(t; -I- w’2 along ( --A1 , -co), 
(5 + 2Y2 along (-2, --co). 
9-PLANE 
FIGURE 5 
This is consistent with the way the cuts were defined in Section 3. Toward 
showing f (0 is continuous across -2 < 6 < - 1, consider 
(5 + 11; (l/Z)frr = ,~-~1/2~+a~~~~lCt-ll+fe~l , 
(5 + @2)+a = e ~-~1/2~+01~~l~Ic+ll+2nf-fe~l 
’ (();a = e-a[w+ie,l 
([)I” = e-*lmicl+2~f~fe~l 
(5 + &&l/2 = e--Ll/s)llnl~+~,,+f~~l 
9 
(5 + 4)52 = ,-~1/2~rInIC+h,I--ie~l, 
(t; + ~1)~1/2 = e-(1/2)[lnlc+A,l+fe,1 
(5 + jjp2 = e-(li2)lmli+All-fe,1' 
’ (c + 2p2 = e-(i/2)[lnlc+21+ie,l 
(5 + 2)3/2 = e-(ln)llnl~+21-fe~l' 
, 
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where (.)+ , (.)- indicate the upper and lower half planes, respectively. Thus 
5-f~,-2(~<-1,81,8,j~,and8,,B,,8,-t0,andthus 
f+(O = f-(f) for -2 < & < -1, 
i.e., f(c) is continuous across -2 < E < -1. 
Next we observe that for -2 < 6 < - 1 
(5 - i)W--a: (5 - ;>” (l - ;y/2 (f - i)lP (5 - 91/2 = -([ - 9” (4.26) 
(4 + i)(ll2)-cf (5 + i>” (5 + zy2 (5 + i)l/2 (5 + zy = (6 + i)“. (4.27) 
Inserting (4.16) and (4.17) into (4.22) and (4.23) and making use of the 
fact that f(t) is continuous across -2 < f < -1 together with (4.26) and 
(4.27), we get that the boundary condition of the Riemann problem 
-i[Y’([) - Y-g)] = 2V’([) 
is satisfied. Combining (4.26) and (4.27) with (4.22) and (4.23) 
y+(t) =f+(r) Lx’(C) + co+ Cl5 + CLL”], 
WJ = f-(0 k(5) + ccl + Cl5 + c259, 
andf(l;) is given by (4.25). 
Next we consider how C, , C, , C, must be defined so that 
Y+(c) = lu-$. 
This will insure, using (4.24), that the boundary conditions of the Hilbert 
problem are satisfied for -2 < E < -1. Note that 
J(S) = -f(5), x+(c) =-ix) 
and thus our condition is satisfied provided 
co + Cl5 + c,p = -co - c,r; - c2i,,,. 
Hence 
cr + Ch = 0, k =o, 1,2 
and thus the C, are imaginary constants. Let 
c, = ir, ) rk real, K = 0, 1,2. 
Thus our solution to the Riemann problem is 
y+G3 = if+(s) [x0+(5) + (rll + r15 + r2Jz2)1, (4.28) 
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where 
xo+(4) = _ F 1-l C-5 - I)-” (-;rT+a (5 + hzY2 d[ (4.29) 
-2 
f’(5) = (5 + I)-(l/2)+= (z;p (5 + X2)-l/2 (1 + X1)-l/2 (5 + 2)-l/2. (4.30) 
In order to determine the original conformal map @p(l), we integrate F(l) 
@((I) = s’ Y+(t) dt + const = J + 1s + 1, + I, + const, (4.31) 
1 
where 
j(l) = 2ClVl) c - 1 7rz S[ (t + l)-(l/s)+a (t)-” (t + h2)-1/a (t + Al)-1/s (t + 2)-V 
x s 
-1 (-‘$ - 1)-a (-.e)-wz,+n (4 + )L2Y2 5 _ t 
dt] dt (4.32) 
-2 
I&) = +t + l)- (1 /2)+a (t)-* (t + A$“2 (t + Al)-‘la (t + 2)-*12 t,tk dt, 
1 
k = 0, 1,2. (4.33) 
The expression 0+(l) given in (4.31) gives the most general analytic 
function which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions for 5 on 
(-ah --h,) u (4, 41) u (-A,, -2) u (-2, -1) u (--1,O) u (0, +co) 
and for which Y+(t) was unbounded at 6 = --A, , --A, , -2, -1, 0. In 
order to see that the conformal map is contained in this class, we need only 
check that 0+(t) is bounded at 5 = --A, , -A, , -2, -1,O. 
The function 
k(t) = s-, -1 (-t - 1)-a (-&w+~ (f + h2)W do E-t 
is a continuous function of t for t in S+ U (-co, co) - (-1). See e.g. 
[5, p. 22 and 381. Moreover, for t near -1 we have 
1 k(t)/ < const// t + 1 Id. 
See e.g. [5, p. 741. Hence the integral J(c) is bounded for 
5 = -A,, -A,, -2, -l,O, 
since these are onIy weak singularities. It is also clear that the 1,(c) are 
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bounded for 5 at these points. Thus Q+(l) of (4.31) is the desired conformal 
map to within constants. 
The five unknown constants A,, A,, r,, , rr , r2 need to be determined in 
order to specify the conformal map exactly. Since it has been shown that the 
conformal map, which we know exists by the Riemann mapping theorem and 
is unique by the specification of three points, satisfies the same conditions 
that were used to determine Q+(c), then we know that by adjusting the con- 
stants occurring in the expression for Q+(t) we must get the conformal map. 
5. SUMMARY 
We summarize our results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Consider the region of Fig, 1 in the x+*-plane in which the 
curve joining E to A is not known. If we look for a curve amongst those 
curves that make the region D bounded by ABCDEA simply connected 
and for which there is a function $ harmonic in J2 taking on the boundary 
conditions 4 = 0 on AB, &$/an = 0 on BC, CD, EA, and + = Kd on DE 
and for which 4 = -Ky on AE, then the curve is given amongst those 
functions of (4.31) and is determined up to five real constants. 
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